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Inside EOF
 
Mark:  [0:03] Good morning. I'm Mark. I hail from Toronto originally, although I'm in transition to the Bay Area. Pardon me? Yes. Yes. Mac froze. It got restarted. It's a real tragedy. Here I am. Anyway. Sorry. [0:21] So let's talk about the Enterprise Objects Framework. We have this slide from many years ago that I think is pretty relevant in the sense that it pretty much shows what we're trying to do. And it's probably the most colorful slide that I've got.
[0:38] So, let's look at the big picture. What are we trying to do? We are trying to get our information that comes out of our database onto a web page. That's in a nutshell everything we're all about. Now, of course, there are some details. And today the detail that I want to talk about is that magic in the middle that we call Enterprise Object Framework. We want to look at that and see how that's going to help us.
[1:13] Quick restart over here. And I get my notes. Excellent! OK. So I will get into this in a little more detail, but I want to just dig into this slightly, the idea that we have some information, it comes from a repository like a database. And we want to turn it into a Java object. We lovingly call Enterprise Objects or EOs, that we can actually work with in code.
[1:43] So the part that this session is going to talk all about is the framework. So we've got the big picture. There's a lot more stuff going on. I'm going to look at just the part we call Enterprise Objects Framework.
[1:55] So it's going to be fairly focused. The whole thing is controlled by this model file. The idea that we have data. It comes from a database. It's got some pretty funky names. Movie idea and title. And God, you'd think that somebody who's used to regular names wrote this database. Most people who work with Legacy or database‑oriented people who are used to three characters, maybe four per attribute name, and they knew what the acronym stood for years ago. No one else does anymore. That's pretty common.
[2:31] So the model lets us literally describe the translation. How are we going to get it out of the database and into the area we're working? How we're going to map it? Whether we're going to do any funky things. There might be things in the database we don't care about. We'll leave them behind. There might be things in the database that are stored separately, that for our purpose, we're going to make them appear like they're stored together. Very convenient. And so we start looking at this.
[3:03] We talk about the Enterprise Objects Frameworks stack. The idea that we have this information in the database, and we want to get it to our enterprise objects. Somewhere in the middle, those things have to connect. So we start off, we talk about a model group. The model group talks about every model in our application, in our frameworks, everything that's hooked in. This example, we'll only talk about one, but we could have multiple models loaded and running in our system.
[3:35] The model group is how we find out, or how we register new models, in our application. These enterprise objects that we're interested in, they have to live somewhere ‑‑ somewhere where we can work with them. We call this our editing context. I like to think of it as a sandbox. This is my sandbox. I'm playing in my sandbox. Everybody else is over in their own sandbox. These are my space and for me to work with. So we're going to have lots of editing context in our application.
[4:06] The editing context is connected to an object store. Somewhere that it can receive and send objects. We call this the object store coordinator. We'll come back to exactly why it's the coordinator, in a little bit.
[4:22] The object store coordinator has the database context. The database context, oddly enough, it's all about the database. So it's tied to an EO database, the EO database is tied to an EO adapter. The adapter has an adapter context. Then both of those have...
[4:47] Keyboard? No. Remote? Yeah, OK.
[4:55] The database context has a database channel, the adapter has the adapter channel, and finally that last little connection to our database.
[5:07] So this is what we call the stack. The idea that there is a mapping, a way of getting those enterprise objects out of the database and into our application, where we can work with them.
[5:23] So along the way, there's this information. It's not always in the same form, right? The database stuff is in one way, and by the time it gets to our enterprise object, it's a regular Java class. So along the way, we have some various types.
[5:43] So we'll start off first over here, the model has P list, right? So P list is a fancy way of saying it's a text file with a specific format. We save the information about the model. Normally we use applications, but we don't have to. You can go in. You can look at them by hand. You could even mung them if you were really careful.
[6:07] The adapter layer, the part that connects between our database and everything else, well, it needs to talk to the database. So naturally it's got to talk SQL. From the database, we're going to talk to the adapter layer, and we're going to have those information come in SQL. The adapter layer takes that SQL, turns it into base strings, numbers, or whatever our Java representation is, and wraps them in dictionaries.
[6:46] The dictionaries have key value pairs, and they let us collect that information in a package. Now, that package, yeah, it's object, it's handy, but it doesn't have any of the behavior, any of the niceties that we want to be able to add to it. So the database layer turns...There we go.
[7:10] The database turns those dictionaries into fully‑fledged enterprise objects, and the enterprise objects add behavior. This is where we can actually put in functionality, make extensions, use all of the powers of enterprise objects. That really leverages what we're able to do.
[7:30] Along the way, there's one extra here. Technically, it's very similar to a dictionary, but it's really worth pointing out the snapshots. They're held by the EO database. The EO database has, for each object we've ever dealt with or we're currently caring about, we keep this snapshot.
[7:52] Now, behind the scenes, a snapshot is really the dictionary that we fetched from the database, but that's important. It's the dictionary we fetched. It's that our impression of what's in the database. That's pretty important, because, if we get out of sync between what we think is in the database and what's really in the database, we can have some fun.
[8:16] These are the types that I'm going to talk about, and types that we've encountered along the way. Any thoughts, questions on this? How am I doing? Am I too slow? Come on, get on with it. We're pretty bored. Nobody? OK. One or two hands if we're doing all right? OK. Excellent. Thank you.
[8:41] Back to our big slide, we have the object stores. I said editing context is our sandbox. It's where I play with my enterprise objects. But that editing context needs to get its information from somewhere. I told you it's called the object store coordinator, but, from our editing context perspective, that's a source. It's just somewhere we go to get data.
[9:14] By the same token, the object store coordinator needs to get its information from somewhere, so it talks to the EO database context. As far as the coordinator is concerned, that's just a source of objects. It's not surprising that all three of these classes have a common ancestor, the enterprise object store.
[9:37] That means they all have similar behavior. It means they know how to fetch objects, how to save objects, how to synchronize. This is a double‑edged sword. It gives us lots of power, but it also means that we need to understand how these classes work together in order to use enterprise objects framework to its fullest.
[10:04] First thing that we can do, we can take, and I'm going to simplify here with just one EO, because the screen is going to get kind of busy, and I'm going to fade everything else out, because I don't want to talk about those right now. I just want to talk about I've got my editing context, I've got my EO, and that's my sandbox.
[10:22] To an end‑user visiting a web page, this represents the page that they're on. It has a session, the session has its editing context, and we fetched one enterprise object. That just ties into what we're looking at. A second user comes along. They log in. They have their session, and it has its editing context with its EO.
[10:48] We get users logging in all over the place, and we get more editing contexts with their own copies of that object for them to play with. They're all talking to one object store coordinator. What gets interesting is, when someone changes an object, it gets saved up to the object store coordinator, it goes off into something with it. Presumably, if everything goes well, we get back, "Oh yes, this object has changed." There's even a notification that tells anyone who cares, "Hey, look, that object got changed. Do you care?" And let's people know, lets other editing context be in sync.
[11:33] So from the editing context perspective it has somewhere to store objects and get them back. And we call these peer editing context, because they operate as peers. They're at the same level. They're independent of each other in terms of control. If one of them goes away, the other one shouldn't care. Totally independent. Except that they're not independent if they're looking at the same objects. If they patch the same object from the database, and they're being in sync, then, we kind of care.
[12:16] Behind the scenes I encode. It's pretty easy to create these. In a matter of fact session will lazily create one if you call its method default editing context. It will attach to the default object store coordinator and we just hook up easily, no problem.
[12:36] There are other cases where we might want to create our own editing context. We might want to have a page that it doesn't use sessions. It wants to have its own sandbox to play. So we simply call new EO editing context and it gets creative, and it gets automatically hooked up for us. So all those things just happened and we don't need to know unless we care.
[13:02] Do we care? We might. There might be some circumstances where we do care. So here's one case, this idea that, oh, yeah, we have all those enterprise objects there on their stack, and they're talking to the database. Maybe we want to do something that's different.
[13:25] It's still in the same application, but it's completely different in the sense that we don't want to have say the snapshots we shared, we don't want to have synchronization. We want to create our own stack.
[13:41] So it's totally possible, sometimes even recommended to create a second stack. It's entirely duplicated. Everything on the second side, all the same, the very bottom. Yeah. In this instance we happen to be talking to the same database. It means we're probably using the same EO model. We didn't have to, but for sake of argument I'm not going there again.
[14:07] This means that objects fetched on one stack are snapshotted on that stack and they stay on that side. The other side can do its own thing.
[14:20] The way that we do these in code, oddly enough if you want a new object store coordinator you create it. And it automatically creates the stock lazily as it's needed. It knows how to build all the objects and flash them out until you get the connection.
[14:38] The only one that's a little tricky is when you want to connect a new editing context to that new stack, you simply create the new context, but now you've passed the parameter. You tell it, "This is the object score I want you to connect to."
[14:54] If you are doing this for a user session and you wanted for some reason a special user to have their session connected, you could simply create it and then set this new editing context as the default editing context. And then that user would be using their own stack.
[15:14] Now, I'm not recommending that you do this for every user, unless you have a lot of memory and a lot of connections to the database, because you're going to use a lot of resources. There might be reasons to, but in general, it's probably something you want to reserve for special cases.
[15:31] Let me drop back just a minute and look in the details a little more about fetching. I have this idea that information comes from the database. And for sake of argument, I'm going to toss in here that this is a movie. I'm fetching information out, I'm creating this enterprise object, and it's a movie.
[15:50] So I've got a title, I've got a category, and I've got this studio thing. So studio is referring to another object. And in the database, it's got an id over here.
[16:05] So we take that, we follow it ‑‑ there we go ‑‑ and we go to CS studio table and we look up number 42 and we find out. Hey look, there we've got some information. And for us, that information gets fetched in, maybe comes in instance of the studio entity.
[16:27] We now have these objects. They're running around in memory grid. Yeah, so I looked at a movie and it had a reference to another enterprise object studio. So I go and I'm, oh, I got my studio. It has a reference to another enterprise object or maybe more.
[16:51] So I just fetched the movie, and all of a sudden my whole database is undermined. Yeah, that might work for the double example for a small database, but after a couple of minutes of running you probably find that no, you don't want to fetch the whole database.
[17:09] What we really want to do is we want to only fetch objects we're interested in. So we call this idea faulting. The idea is that we know this movie has a studio. We know that. If we actually ask for it, it could get populated at some later time.
[17:33] So this idea of faulting really handy, really nice because we can just create our objects and then as we touch them lazily go to the database and fetch the ones we're interested in. For the most part, works just fine. Every so often there are some bits that we might want to do for tuning, but works just fine.
[17:59] So this studio has its reference to movies. So what does that mean? Movies, plural implies hey, there might be a group of things there. So let's get rid of this information from the database side. There's stuff out there, but really it's all the same.
[18:16] From the object side of things, our studio has an array of objects and that array of movies is what we're connected to. So we call this our object graph. The idea that, yeah, OK, some math geeks somewhere talk about this idea of a directed graph and how things are hooked up. For me, I like to think about it's a cloud, it's all these bits and they're all connected together.
[18:42] That's what we're working with. That's what the inside of my sandbox at the moment looks like. Somebody else's sandbox could have a different constellation of objects, things that they have explored differently. From behind the scenes, from the enterprise objects perspective, you don't care so much about what's in each person's sandbox. We send out notifications where they're interested and they synchronize to the changes from the database as they are interested.
[19:14] This whole idea about not loading them all limits the number of objects. We're lazy. I think I talked about these. Eventually you're going to find that you might be interested in fetching more than one thing from the database at a time so we have this idea of batch faulting, the idea that Pierre, you are going to the refrigerator. While you are there would you please bring me a drink?
[19:44] You know, if you're going to make the trip to the refrigerator anyway, it's just as easy to bring back two or three rather than just one. That, in a nutshell, is what faulting and batch faulting is all about. If you're going to go to the database, you're going to go to all that trouble to go all the way down the stack and over the wire and set up that connection to the database and you're going to fetch one object. What the heck, bring 10. Bring them on back.
[20:10] It turns out that this is extremely handy for our application. It's also extremely difficult to predict what size of batch faulting will work for you because it depends on the database, it depends on the entity and how many attributes you're bringing from the database, how big they are. If they're images you probably don't want many. If they're little, wee records that you've devised for summaries, you can just pull back lots of them.
[20:42] You will need to profile your applications and test what's going on in your particular case to tune them.
[20:51] The second part of this is that I've talked about faulting to a single object. This makes total sense. If I've got my movie and it has a reference to a studio, then I go out and I pull back that studio. There was that inverse relationship. There was that reference from studio back to many movies and maybe if I touch that relationship it might not be the best thing to just go and fetch only that relationship. Maybe I want to fetch more.
[21:24] We have this ability in the EO model to set a separate batch fault setting for multiple objects. Then all of this, it takes a certain amount of time to create all these faults. This idea that if I'm going to make space in memory for a fault, I actually have to go out and allocate some space and do that. If no one ever touches that fault, maybe that's not such a good thing. Maybe I could be even more lazy.
[21:57] We have this idea of deferred faulting, the idea that we're going to give you a fault but only when you really ask for it. Then we'll go off and we'll actually create these. This idea of deferred faulting gives us even more laziness. Technically it gives us more speed as long as we don't touch those faults and that's what we want. If we don't touch it, don't even initialize it. We don't need it.
[22:24] How do we see this in action? How do we watch our applications? There are a couple of standard ways. Probably the one we start off with most often is the EO adapter debug enabled flag. We turn this flag on, we go to the console, we watch reams of SQL go past, and we try to understand what's going on.
[22:44] Sometimes we set break points and then as the logging sends out the message I'm fetching now you stop the application and you go look at the back trace and you see who the heck is doing it so you can queue your application.
[23:00] There are also log for J control which let you queue which log messages you get. I don't have any good summaries of that now, but I have, in the past, used a pretty cool Direct2Web widget, which I'm pretty sure is in Wonder. You'll have to tell me whether that's right or not.
[23:19] It has the ability to, through log for J, to go in and control all kinds of scoping. It's really nice because I'm used to the all or nothing logging from enterprise objects framework and being able to control that was really cool.
[23:34] The other side of it, maybe you don't want to look at it from your applications perspective. Maybe you want to look at it from your database. For example, Oracle has some really cool abilities. On a per connection basis, I can turn on tracing. I can say generate a trace. I can say hey Mr. Database Admin, that's me with the other hand, can you go and run that trace file and tell me what's going on?
[24:04] That's one way on the database side. Another way on the database side, it's not so conducive to drive space and it probably slows everybody down some, but in environments that were not hugely heavily production, I've been known to go to the database and say turn on tracing of everybody for everything, I don't care how they connect.
[24:24] If they run a batch script and run some SQL by hand or if they come in through, the web objects application that they've carefully messed with to the point that it's messing up my database or they claim that I'm messing up their database, turning on that kind of tracing is awesome.
[24:42] I have a really great from my years of consulting story for this. There was a group, as a matter of fact there were two groups, and they liked to point fingers at each other. The web objects application guys would be like it's a database problem and the database guys were like no, no, no, it's the web object's problem. Its' like OK, what's really going on?
[25:02] Yeah, they have a problem, they have a case, it's repeatable. You go and look at it. You're like that shouldn't be bad. You look at the SQL and you go and you run the SQL and the SQL comes back in three seconds and that's not too bad. It's like what's going on? We go to the database, we turn on tracing, we grab the trace, we go and we look. Perfect. This SQL runs, it runs cache, blah, blah, blah, three seconds, OK. Executed 1,000 times this morning.
[25:33] All of a sudden, that three seconds really matters because if you ran it once three seconds, yeah, we don't care, but 1,000 times this morning, yeah, all right. That's what's going on. Sometimes when you look at enterprise objects framework, sometimes you have to think like the application writer. You're like OK, I'm pulling stuff out of the database. Sometimes you have to think like the database person. Sometimes you have to look from the other perspective what's going on. It can be very useful to see.
[26:05] Shark and J Profiler we talked about last year. I had hoped to talk about EO events this year but that's not going to happen. The EO events is a built into web objects ability to monitor what's going on. I think I somewhat alluded to this morning. When things are off in the corner and you haven't looked at them in a while, they get dusty. If you haven't poked at it it's a little rough and it doesn't want to run.
[26:34] The good news is that when I pointed this out this week I was directed to not to need to file a radar to fix it because it's been fixed and, presumably, sometime in the future that fix will rule in. I was very happy to see that and it saves me having to write a radar that would probably be assigned back to me anyway.
[27:01] While all of this stuff is going on, enterprise object framework is fetching and saving, somewhere there's synchronization. Somewhere that's happening. We call that notification. The idea that I've updated this is going to happen.
[27:22] There are a couple of notifications that are of interest and I'll talk about them. There are lots more but I'm not going to cover them or we'd be here all afternoon. The idea that an object changed in the editing context. This is from the editing context perspective. Somebody in their sandbox has made a change and they're saving it and they post it from the editing context as we're saving.
[27:47] Anyone can listen for it and the user info dictionary attached to this contains inserted, updated, deleted, and invalidated objects. This idea that hey, you guys, if you care, this is what's changing. You can listen to those notifications.
[28:06] There's also editing context did save changes. Save changes is the one that actually goes out on save and if I had my notes in front of me, I think Pierre would tell me that change in editing context no one actually listens to today. Yeah, that's the one. That's left over from Enterprise Objects Framework Desktop.
[28:30] The reason they made use of it in the desktop is because when they changed we could go hey, poke, some guy's screen over her the value changed. It was really handy. That poke is really hard to do in the web because you don't know where the client is. You can't just poke them.
[28:50] This notification I left it in here because it's useful if you care and you want to write some custom stuff, but the framework itself isn't using it at the moment. The save changes is the one that we do listen to. Insert, updated, and deleted objects.
[29:08] Yes, sir? Yeah. Absolutely. Rolling that into the Ajax world, yeah. Did I mention I'm focusing on the enterprise object framework? Just to be clear.
[29:21] Oh, yeah. You want to roll out some Java client. Pascal is taking names for that session. As soon as you're ready, please let us know.
[29:34] The other side of things, when objects change from a store, any object store, we post a notification. This is where all of our object store subclasses, that's the editing context, the object store coordinator, and the database context, all listen for these changes.
[29:58] The only thing that's different here is that because not all of those object stores might care about the object, we don't actually pass the entire object. We only pass the global ID, the idea that this is a lightweight, unique reference to this enterprise object and the object store on the receiving end can choose to fault in according to global ID or not.
[30:32] The database type's global ID roughly equates to primary key and entity. For us, it's an object and we don't care what's inside.
[30:45] The last notification I want to talk about is invalidation. This is very handy and it's only a half a step not as bad as pulling the power plug on your computer because this is the oh, yeah, I don't want all of them and we'll just invalidate everything.
[31:11] Actually, I think in some ways it's worse because invalidation means that everybody still has references but they're all faults now and if you touch anything you've got to go back to the database, but no one knows that so you don't find it out until you do something, whereas pulling the power plug you know you're lost and you just restart and it fetches again.
[31:31] In some cases, if you're going to invalidate just pull the power plug. Faster. Then global ID change. I lied. There's another slide. The idea that if I create a new enterprise object that's never been saved, then that enterprise object framework has no idea how to reference that object and so it assigns a temporary global ID.
[31:58] Then if that sandbox, if we choose to save and the sandbox likes it and it passes it off to the object coordinator and the coordinator can find a database context that wants to save it and it goes all the way to the database and it makes it, the database could not accept it. It could be a validation problem or something. If all of that happens, we get a notification saying this temporary is now a permanent object and this is the notification to update their internal information.
[32:28] This is all about how we notify. The interesting thing about notifications, you'll notice in all of these I said anyone can listen. Lots of people can register. You can go and register. One of the first things I did with an enterprise object framework, I started working with it, I wrote my own little listener and I registered with anything. I said no, don't filter, I want to see it all. OK, we use a lot of notifications. There's a lot of stuff going on.
[32:59] You do want to take advantage of scoping those notifications to what you're interested in. Notifications only tell you this happened. This happened. That's it. It's a notification on the past tense. Now we want to talk about delegation, the idea that something will happen or could happen and something did happen. The idea that in the will or the should, that's a question.
[33:32] Should is definitely a question. It's like wait a second. This idea of delegation is that the guy who wrote this object sometime in the mid 90s didn't know how you'd want to answer the question today, 10 years later, and so they didn't try to guess. They simply said here's a way for us to ask you what would you like to do and for you to reply I would or I wouldn't.
[34:02] That, in a nutshell, is what delegation is about so there's a bunch of these floating around. Editing context should fetch, should validate, should undo users actions after failure, should invalidate object, will save changes. There are lots of these delegation methods floating around.
[34:25] If you register as the delegate, and there can be one, there's one delegate floating around, and if you implement the method you can get called, please use eclipse. Use its ability to expand the method name and get them right because for both delegation and notifications if you implement the wrong method, you will never get called and you will never get complained about.
[34:54] If you register for a notification name that doesn't exist, you might have just created it. You might post those notifications and compiler and web objects will never tell you. Please, use those automatic expansions. It's much better.
[35:09] The one that's really interesting, editing context should merge changes for object. The idea that I'm here in my sandbox and I'm playing with my toys and somebody has the audacity to go to the database and change one of my enterprise options and they've successfully changed it. By default, the editing context you're working with, and we're going to explore this in a minute because it's pretty interesting, the editing context that you're working with says something's changed. I'm just going to take those changes from the database and slide them in here to the sandbox just like it never happened from the user's perspective.
[35:58] It's really handy. You get these updates and everything's in sync except that we've kind of in the process forgot to tell the user on the web screen over there that this happened. All of a sudden, they've made a change on their screen and somebody slid in underneath and it just saved properly and yet their changes didn't get a warning. What's going on?
[36:25] We can implement this delegate. We can decide what we want to do. There is a little caveat here. You have to catch should merge, record all the things without touching anything, let web objects do its thing, and then catch editing context did merge and now you're free to change it as you like. That's a little caveat about the implementation of this.
[36:56] That ends all the blathering that I wanted to do so far. How are we? Relatively good? Lost anybody yet? Ready for lunch? Almost. OK. Then I'll show you this. This application is pretty cool. This application was written for the www.DC2004. Although I had intentions to make some changes to it, other than putting it into Eclipse and getting it running, which comprised of setting the imports and setting the libraries, it just works.
[37:36] It's as relevant today as it was then. Thank you, James Dempsey. He wrote this. The idea is let's go explore. Let's see some of this in action. What you're seeing on the screen, we have our enterprise objects framework staff on the left side. Everything in here is in its own stack. It has two editing contexts. There's a snapshot we'll talk about, there's some fancy stuff to grab the SQL logging.
[38:05] Then down at the bottom is a representation of what's in the database. The idea that OK, there's a record out there in the database. This right‑hand side is a complete separate enterprise objects stack.
[38:21] When we come in here, we have a look in this editing context, number one, and I say I'm going to fetch that enterprise object.
[38:33] You'll notice that my screen updated. I've got a SQL transaction here at the bottom. That got turned into a dictionary, the dictionary got registered as the snapshot, and we have our enterprise object up above and it's being displayed out to the user. I've got this in here.
[38:58] Then if I were to tell the editing context you can fault that again, I don't need to look at it, the object goes away because it's now a fault. I can fetch the fault, it gets fetched back. Somebody in another editing context could fetch the object. It goes out, we fetch it, we fault it. Look at that.
[39:31] In this case, I'm faulting it and I'm touching the fault and yet there were no SQL transactions. I didn't actually go to the database and the reason is that I touched the fault. I said to enterprise object I want this object back and enterprise object went I have this snapshot. We're going to use this snapshot to reconstitute the object. I don't need to go to the database.
[40:01] It's very fast. It's very handy. Is that always what we want? If that snapshot is the same as the database, that's just fine, but maybe it's not quite what we want. There are a couple of other options. One is we could fetch the object. I could say I'm going to go off and I'm going to fetch it. Although it went out and it fetched it, did I really get it? Let's explore that.
[40:34] If I go over here to my second stack and I fetch, my second stack fetches and everybody's in sync, and then I get a report that Bob really doesn't like being called Bob, he wants to be called Robert. I submit my change. That saved it to the editing context and then I tell the editing context, yeah, you can save changes.
[41:02] My editing context saves the change. Notification goes out that's been saved, the snapshot is updated, my SQL transaction happens, my records get updated, and then that notification comes back and it says hey, this object was changed. This first editing context gets the notification it changed. It didn't have any pending changes. It says all right, no problem. I'll make it into a fault.
[41:33] Next time, someone in editing context number one on the left side touches it, it gets reconstituted, it gets reconstituted from the snapshot, and everyone on the left stack is in sync. Where I say we're not quite in sync is this second enterprise object stack. This could be a second stack in the same application or, realistically, it's probably a separate web objects application.
[42:05] It doesn't have the update information and if users in that application fetch or fault or touch the fault, they're still out of sync. What's going on here is that they have a snapshot and as far as they're concerned, that snapshot is up‑to‑date with what's in the database.
[42:32] Here's one of the first gotchas we learn playing with enterprise object framework. When I fetch I go to the database, I look at the logs, I see I went to the database, I got the record back. Database guys say the record's updated, you're fetching, I'm seeing you doing it, and yet my interface and my user is still saying that data's out of date.
[42:58] There's this flag on enterprise objects framework, specifically on editing context and fetch specification, that says look, if you're going to go and fetch this and you find an object that has been changed in the database, then, really, use the new information. So we turn on this flag to refresh the re‑fetched object.
[43:24] In that case, enterprise objects does the fetch, realizes hey this record changed, it posts an object changed in store notification, and I, being the one that did the fetch, get the updated data, but the default behavior is anyone else gets turned into a fault. They didn't have anything pending, they didn't care, they get turned into a fault.
[43:55] We talked about those. All right. If I had the case that I had a user and they decide that this person should be Bobby and they have made that change. They have changed it in their editing context and they're pending. They have not saved it. If this second editing context makes a change, let's say, I don't know, we're going to change their last name, it was supposed to have two N's, and they actually save, watch what happens here.
[44:44] I save this. The context that saved it takes it, saves it, goes out to the database, does the update, the information comes back that it was successful, that snapshot's updated, the objects changed in store notification goes out, and this editing context says there's an update from the database. I'm going to take a record of everything the user has changed in my sandbox, I'm going to take that new object out of the database, slip it into the sandbox with all of its updated values, and then I'm going to reapply the changes because editing context has undo/redo, it has a record of what you've changed in your sandbox so it can use that information to reapply those changes.
[45:42] This has nicely merged the user's updates with what came in from the database. Everything would be fine if we could just have our users sitting in the server room looking inside that memory chip because that's where it's all update. Unfortunately, from the web objects perspective, that user is off over there somewhere looking at a web page and we have no way of telling that web page that these values have been update.
[46:15] This is a case where you might want to pay attention. When we're going to be merging, you might want to capture that. You can't update the user. You can't tell them hey, this is updated. What you can do is you can set a flag and the next time the user submits an update back to us you can say wait a second, you're out of date and you're going to scare them so please be nice, be gentle, don't freak them out too much.
[46:43] You want to tell them, look, don't just blindly carry on, something has changed. Yeah, by the way, you're not so blind, I just couldn't tell you. It's worth looking at and seeing. That's a little bit about what's going on with these. The one I want to talk about now, invalidate.
[47:06] Invalidate is...yeah. It's kind of a double edged sword. It's very handy. If I didn't care I could go over here and I could invalidate and what happens? Look, I invalidate that object, everybody who knew about that object gets told it's now invalid and so they all throw away their information. Because everybody is throwing away their information, the snapshot goes away, it's invalid everywhere, and so this is really handy from the perspective of I want to make sure that if anyone touches that again they get the updated information.
[47:47] They have to because there's no caching. It's all gone away. Over here, we did the select. We pull in the information as it is in the database. If I drop back to this case, I still have this pending edit on Bobby Jones. It's never been saved. The user hasn't gotten around to saving yet. They're in the middle of a coffee break. They're going to get back to it in a minute.
[48:13] If somebody else along the way invalidates, their pending changes get tossed and that's the way the framework runs by default. This is why there's a delegate message that says editing context about to devaluate this object. Programmer, do you care to tell your user? It gives you an opportunity to intercede in this case, see what's going on, see what you want to do for your user.
[48:48] You'll notice that I'm real careful to put the onus on you because it's really hard for someone to make a generic yeah this is always the right or wrong answer.
[49:03] I already covered this one a little bit, but the idea that in this editing context if I turn this object into a fault, its snapshot disappears. Don't need it anymore. We have this idea of referencing counting on the snapshots. The idea that no one else cares about it, we don't need the memory, we'll let it go away.
[49:35] Pardon me while I make sure that I covered everything. We talked about those.
[49:42] All right. This is really an extension of the case that I talked about, the idea that somebody can slide in underneath us and make changes and we won't know about it. Yeah, no. We got the name completely wrong, we couldn't read it, they're really Fred. I don't know how we read Rob in the first place but it's supposed to be Fred.
[50:06] In the middle of making those changes, I haven't saved them yet, another user goes in, they fix the typo in the last name, they make the change, it gets saved, it goes out to the database, the last name is saved, and editing context has the update but the user's screen doesn't.
[50:29] In their world, if you do nothing else, they're seeing Fred, they go, they save changes, and now when their page refreshes, you've done nothing. All of a sudden, that last name changed and they have no idea why and it's very difficult from an end user's perspective to envision how somebody else could have changed the record you're looking at. I'm looking at it. It's mine. It's on my screen. You can't have it. The reality is it doesn't work that way.
[51:07] The last one is actually to show you where we failed, where this application was not written to handle this case and it's an opportunity for us to go and explore how to fix the case. Let's see if I can get this right.
[51:26] If I fetch in my first editing context and I make a pending change and then I go to a completely separate application, you'll notice that in order for this case to happen I need to have an application running that either has multiple editing context stacks or has multiple instances.
[51:50] That's really the more common one, where we're running a larger installation. We've got a couple instances running around. I go to my other instance and I make a change, change that last name, and I save changes. In this editing context, I fetch. I save. No, I didn't do it right because I need this to be out of sync, so pardon me for a moment while I start over.
[52:32] So did I mention that these are hard to track down because they're hard to reproduce? So the idea is I have a pending change over here and then I make a change in my second one. And that's it, now I save.
[52:55] And I get this lovely "method failed to update, row and database exception." And the idea is that by default we are optimistic that no one else will change the record while we're doing our updates.
[53:15] We take great care in generating SQL that checks. And the way that we do that is when we make a change, we say by default, "We're going to update the record. We're going to set the new value." And in our aware clause, we're going to include all of the attributes in our model that are defined as "used for locking."
[53:44] So we check all of those values. And if we're in sync with the database, if our snapshot is in sync, then that update will update one record. And we update. We get an account back, he says, "Oh yeah, we updated one record, and we're all good." If on the other hand, this update comes back with "zero records updated," then wait a second, our image of the database and what's going on is wrong.
So this is the case when the framework tosses back to the developer the opportunity to intercede in this case and decide for yourself what the right fix would be for your end‑user. And so are there any questions on that? I know I had to jump around a little bit to hit the case. That is the end. Oh yeah. No. It's [indecipherable 0: [54:16] 54:43] . One more.
The notification, it's not a notification. It's an exception. And it's an exception tossed by a [indecipherable 0: [54:48] 54:55] context on save changes. Was that to test me? Yeah. Thank you. Appreciate that.
[55:09] OK, so, I've got my records here. And you'll notice that if I touch default in the second editing context, this was reconstituted from the snapshot. I did not go out to the database. And the reason it was reconstituted is that the ending context has this concept of a fetch time stamp.
The idea that when that context was created it has given or rather it takes one hour before it was created. And it says, "OK, anything that is one hour before," and I've updated this one. So let's pick one here. So I must have started this demo around 12: [55:39] 34, because the time stamps on these are set to 11:34. What that means is that any snapshot whose time stamp is after that time is going to be used over and over and over, because we think it's fresh enough.
[56:26] So, the part that's interesting with this for a new editing context, I'm going to be making sure that I never look at a snapshot that's more than one hour old. And so a new user comes along, they sign in their session, their editing context get created, they touch a record, they touch a fault. It's like, if that record's more than an hour old, it won't use it. It goes out of the database and fetches a new one. So that works pretty well.
[56:57] The case where it might not be what you expect is for the user who's been signed in since last Thursday. And they keep managing to do stuff, and their session never times out. That editing context time stamp is a week old. So they are the one who's always on your back about. "Hey, look. This is always showing me old information." Because they're looking at potentially cached information, that's really old.
So in that scenario you want to think about ‑‑ OK, I want to update that time stamp, and then when I re‑fault, make it into a fault, touch the fault...Because this time stamp of 12: [57:22] 54 was later than the snapshot's time stamp, it's like, "Oh, OK I'm not going to use this snapshot. I'm going to go right out to the database, I'm going to fetch it, and I'm going to update it."
[57:52] So when to do that is again, something you'd have to tune. Right? You could do it in session awake, and every time the user clicked you'd be refreshing that, you'd be going out to the database. If you were in a stock trading application, where they wanted real time information from the floor ‑‑ that might make perfect sense. Whereas if you're in an asset tracking system, and the assets change yearly, then it's probably a little too often. So again, you'll need to decide for you where that balance works.
So let's go back to slides. We'll just finish up a couple of things. So the idea that re‑faulting...If I tell an [indecipherable 0: [58:27] 58:38] , "Hey, I want to turn this into a fault. Pending changes ‑‑ they get discarded. But there's no notifications, no other editing contexts find out.
[58:50] So all right, that's handy. It turns into a fault. But it's not nearly as fun as refresh. Because what refresh does is it days, "Hey, I'm going to turn that into a fault. But before I do that I'm going to take all your pending changes. I'm going to suck them off to the side. I'm going to go out to the database, I'm going to fetch that back, and then I'm going to reapply your changes.
[59:16] So refresh is really a little more of what the user probably expects. Especially if they expect you not to throw away their pending changes. It's really rather nice.
[59:30] The invalidate. If you have a specific enterprise object and you want to toss it away, sure. If you know for sure you want it gone and you want it gone from everywhere, invalidate is the way to do it. No worries. However, there is this lovely method that I would love to see deprecated because I see it way too often in production code. That is invalidate all objects.
[59:58] Whoa. OK. Everything's gone. What's worse is that I turned my entire world into faults everywhere. If you spent a whole bunch of time carefully fetching the objects that you wanted and even using the hints that we have in order to have that fetch, bring other things along the way through either batch faulting or key paths for fetching, all of a sudden all of that no longer matters because you thought you had them all fetched and then they're invalidated.
[60:39] The next time you touch them Enterprise Objects Framework will go out to the database and they'll bring back that one fault because at this point none of the batch faulting is working. Now, they're all back in as a single one. You can have really nasty performance problems with this. There are a couple of ways. Pre‑fetching is one, selectively fetching the stuff that you want to restore is another. In general, just avoid invalidating unless you absolutely have to and just don't even write invalidate all. Just pull the plug on your server. It's faster.
[61:23] The last thing I talked about was the time stamp and an in‑context idea that I don't want to use a snapshot that's more than one hour older than when that editing context was created. I carefully phrase that because it's not the last time the user did something or what their perspective of new is. It's the hour before that editing context was created.
[61:50] This is where I think some of the bug reports that come in from users saying I don't know, it didn't work for me. I logged out, I logged back in, and it's fine now. I suspect they're coming because this time stamp is saying look, I'm just using cached information, I'm not going to go out to the database. Just something to think about.
[62:08] There ends what I wanted to say about Enterprise Objects Framework. Are there any questions? Yeah. Let's see if we can blow our eardrums with the microphone. Our sound engineer is going to take care of us.
Man 2:  [62:29] One, two, three. Just a question as far as if you have two instances of this application, like you were saying, how can you modify between two applications?
Man 1:  [62:40] Any way you want to. Passing a global idea is much cheaper than passing a whole object.
Man 2:  [62:44] But there's no framework that will do notification?
Man 1:  [62:47] Not from Apple. There are some solutions floating about. Your evaluation process should include the idea of looking for solutions that pass global IDs and that do not pass the whole object. That seems to be the consensus for how to rank the ones that will work just fine in testing and then fail completely under load. [63:13] Yeah? In the back and I'll just repeat it.
[63:22] Yes. The question is if you use the refresh, re‑fetched objects, why does that not work?
Pierre:  [63:45] , you have the...
Pierre:  [63:47] It is a known bug for the too many relationships. If you do a refresh, re‑fetch object and there's too many relationships and there is a new object in too many relationships you will never see them. No, it will not work. If you've got an object with too many relationship, and somebody else has added some rows in the database that cause a new object to be [indecipherable 1: [64:05] 04:16] too many relationship, re‑fetching the parent object will never bring the new object in.
Man 1:  [64:28] What was the last comment? Yeah, yeah. Yeah, there's definitely some cases of that one floating around. And just to...yeah, I'm talking as Mark from Diamond Lake in Toronto. It really is important that if you have things that are broken for you, A) file a bug. Bugreport.apple.com. B) if that bug can include as much information as possible, if it includes a sample application that demonstrates how to replicate the bug, I can pretty much guarantee you it will get fixed a whole lot faster. And now...
Pierre:  [65:12] Don't be shy. We all know that we decompile WebObjects. So give me the solution. [laughter]
Man 1:  [65:24] Yeah. Yeah, I can tell you that over the years, I've had really good feedback from everyone at Apple and at NeXT before that, on the cases when I could provide repeatable cases. Because turn it around, as developers, when somebody complains to you, "Oh, this fails for me," and they cannot demonstrate it, you don't trust them. Or more importantly, you just want them to be quiet and go away. And you can't figure out how to do it. Go ahead.
Man 2:  [65:57] Regarding that case with the too many relationship? You can come to me later on and I can give you a hint on how to fix that special problem.
Man 1:  [66:10] Ah, OK. So maybe this is a slightly different case. Yeah. And that's the joy of all of this, since I'm not going to be volunteering for that group, WWDC opens this week. I'm sure there will be labs and engineers who would love to give you some assistance. I know I've had really great experiences going to WWDC and sitting with engineers. I had one who would take down an OS X server from User Land. And it was great. [66:44] The first guy I talked to was like, "Oh yeah. That's the guy what wrote the file system. Go talk to him." OK, yeah, but it's not entirely, it's more of a kernel thing. "Go talk to him." Yeah. "He's really good at that kind of thing." And I got to somebody. They're like, "Let me see what you're doing? Nah, this tool is lying. It's not telling you what you think it's telling you. You think you know how to run Sharp, but you're not looking at the right thing. Talk to this guy."
[67:15] Twenty minutes later to get me the right file to interpret the backtrace file correctly to show me what's going on. And then things start to make sense. And that happened in WWDC. I know of no other time in the year than that kind of thing would happen. Especially if you have a repeatable case that's with you. Because people are there. They want to help. And if they can see it, if they don't know, they can point you literally ‑‑ that side of the room. Or they just went for coffee, they'll be back to try and fix these kinds of things.
[67:50] So off of soapbox for WWDC. Any other questions for this? Are we ready for lunch? AH, OK, you'll get in under the wire.
[68:07] OK. Yeah, absolutely. So the question is ‑‑ why would I want to use multiple editing contexts and multiple EOF stacks all the way to the database?
[68:21] If you have a single application space where you don't feel like writing separate applications, but you have users that work on completely separate kinds of information ‑‑ you might choose to have two completely separate stacks which have two completely separate sets of caching, and different tuning, or different arrangements, for that to work. But you don't feel like writing two different applications.
[68:50] The other one that's a case ‑‑ that I'm sure Pierre's going to tell me if I'm on the right case or not ‑‑ is if you use the shared editing context, right? If the shared editing context is bound to everybody else and you're sharing ‑‑ you can't change those, they're read only. But there is a way to do it. One way to do it is to unbind it, go out with a different stack, treat it as a regular object, change it and invalidate it in the shared editing context. Right? I've done that before. So those are a couple of cases.
[69:24] Other cases are if you find that you have a processing bottleneck where you're not getting enough connections to the database, but you've got lots of horsepower on your server to do more processing on the server. Right? So if you run multiple stacks, then you can have multiple concurrent connections to the database and pull that information back in parallel. Right? Again it totally is a tuning thing. But did I cover your cases?
Man 2:  [69:59] Yes.
Man 3:  [70:05] Just one thing I want to question.
Man 1:  [70:06] Yeah...
Man 3:  [70:07] The database layout, the order to base object and the order to base context, is actually singe threaded. So each time you go to that object you are going to get a big block that actually blocks everything until you went through. So depending on the type of application that you have running, keep that in mind. Because if you have got a transaction running, and you want to grab something from the database, in parallel, that will not work if you don't create a second stack. If you started a transaction, you are going to grab the EO database context logs, it's going to be locked until you finish your transaction. [70:44] In your application, you absolutely need to go and grab something from the same database, in parallel, at the same time your transaction is running, you have to create a second stack.
Man 1:  [70:58] OK. Did we cover your examples? Close enough? OK. Are there thoughts on this? Going...going...lunch! [applause]
Man 1:  [71:12] Thank you so much.
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